Is Roosh a Jew?

Is this one of those cases where the Jews who think their smarter then us Goyim just put it right in front of our faces....... Roosh, simply remove an O and you have Rosh which means ruler, king, head as in leader, king in Hebrew. And he calls his website return of the King.....Rosh.

The whole site is just devoted to turning White Men against White Women and promoting a Talmudic ideology of getting the Shiska. And destroying the Goyim by turning them against each other, women and men. He also enjoys promoting race mixing mainly against White Women a very typical Jewish behavior.

I also believe this is why he always has most of his pictures from the front profile..... Take a witness just a bit from the side profile....
In addition, he does not look like a typical Middle Eastern Gentile. He just has that flat Jew look and vibe to him in general.

Roosh is a Jew, and his cover helps him with that. It allows him to travel the world at a whim. A perfect cover for a possible Mossad agent. Why not attack his own tribe to help with the cover? Weev does this all the time. And where is Weev......Lebanon I wonder what intelligence organization that is at war with the Arabs would love to have a man in Lebanon..... Could it be Mossad.....
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